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We discuss recent developments in our understanding of matter,
broadly construed, and their implications for contemporary re-
search in fundamental physics.

The Theory of Everything is a term for the ultimate theory of
the universe—a set of equations capable of describing all

phenomena that have been observed, or that will ever be
observed (1). It is the modern incarnation of the reductionist
ideal of the ancient Greeks, an approach to the natural world that
has been fabulously successful in bettering the lot of mankind
and continues in many people’s minds to be the central paradigm
of physics. A special case of this idea, and also a beautiful
instance of it, is the equation of conventional nonrelativistic
quantum mechanics, which describes the everyday world of
human beings—air, water, rocks, fire, people, and so forth. The
details of this equation are less important than the fact that it can
be written down simply and is completely specified by a handful
of known quantities: the charge and mass of the electron, the
charges and masses of the atomic nuclei, and Planck’s constant.
For experts we write
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The symbols Z% and M% are the atomic number and mass of the
%th nucleus, R% is the location of this nucleus, e and m are the
electron charge and mass, rj is the location of the jth electron, and
! is Planck’s constant.

Less immediate things in the universe, such as the planet
Jupiter, nuclear fission, the sun, or isotopic abundances of
elements in space are not described by this equation, because
important elements such as gravity and nuclear interactions are
missing. But except for light, which is easily included, and
possibly gravity, these missing parts are irrelevant to people-
scale phenomena. Eqs. 1 and 2 are, for all practical purposes, the
Theory of Everything for our everyday world.

However, it is obvious glancing through this list that the
Theory of Everything is not even remotely a theory of every
thing (2). We know this equation is correct because it has been
solved accurately for small numbers of particles (isolated atoms
and small molecules) and found to agree in minute detail with
experiment (3–5). However, it cannot be solved accurately when
the number of particles exceeds about 10. No computer existing,
or that will ever exist, can break this barrier because it is a
catastrophe of dimension. If the amount of computer memory
required to represent the quantum wavefunction of one particle
is N then the amount required to represent the wavefunction of
k particles is Nk. It is possible to perform approximate calcula-
tions for larger systems, and it is through such calculations that

we have learned why atoms have the size they do, why chemical
bonds have the length and strength they do, why solid matter has
the elastic properties it does, why some things are transparent
while others reflect or absorb light (6). With a little more
experimental input for guidance it is even possible to predict
atomic conformations of small molecules, simple chemical re-
action rates, structural phase transitions, ferromagnetism, and
sometimes even superconducting transition temperatures (7).
But the schemes for approximating are not first-principles
deductions but are rather art keyed to experiment, and thus tend
to be the least reliable precisely when reliability is most needed,
i.e., when experimental information is scarce, the physical be-
havior has no precedent, and the key questions have not yet been
identified. There are many notorious failures of alleged ab initio
computation methods, including the phase diagram of liquid 3He
and the entire phenomenonology of high-temperature super-
conductors (8–10). Predicting protein functionality or the be-
havior of the human brain from these equations is patently
absurd. So the triumph of the reductionism of the Greeks is a
pyrrhic victory: We have succeeded in reducing all of ordinary
physical behavior to a simple, correct Theory of Everything only
to discover that it has revealed exactly nothing about many things
of great importance.

In light of this fact it strikes a thinking person as odd that the
parameters e, !, and m appearing in these equations may be
measured accurately in laboratory experiments involving large
numbers of particles. The electron charge, for example, may be
accurately measured by passing current through an electrochem-
ical cell, plating out metal atoms, and measuring the mass
deposited, the separation of the atoms in the crystal being known
from x-ray diffraction (11). Simple electrical measurements
performed on superconducting rings determine to high accuracy
the quantity the quantum of magnetic f lux hc#2e (11). A version
of this phenomenon also is seen in superfluid helium, where
coupling to electromagnetism is irrelevant (12). Four-point
conductance measurements on semiconductors in the quantum
Hall regime accurately determine the quantity e2#h (13). The
magnetic field generated by a superconductor that is mechani-
cally rotated measures e#mc (14, 15). These things are clearly
true, yet they cannot be deduced by direct calculation from the
Theory of Everything, for exact results cannot be predicted by
approximate calculations. This point is still not understood by
many professional physicists, who find it easier to believe that a
deductive link exists and has only to be discovered than to face
the truth that there is no link. But it is true nonetheless.
Experiments of this kind work because there are higher orga-
nizing principles in nature that make them work. The Josephson
quantum is exact because of the principle of continuous sym-
metry breaking (16). The quantum Hall effect is exact because
of localization (17). Neither of these things can be deduced from
microscopics, and both are transcendent, in that they would
continue to be true and to lead to exact results even if the Theory
of Everything were changed. Thus the existence of these effects
is profoundly important, for it shows us that for at least some
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Microscopic theory
S = ∫ dtd2x (iψ†(∂t − iA0)ψ −

1
2m

| (∂i − iAi)ψ |2 +
gB
2m

ψ†ψ)
−

1
2 ∫ dt d2x d2y ψ†(x)ψ†(y)V(x − y)ψ(y)ψ(x)

Background magnetic field B ≠ 0

: Schroedinger equation has  zero modes  

 
Problem: what is the effective theory of the LLL?

g = 2 Nϕ =
1
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m→0

Z[A0, Ai] = ?



Chern-Simons theory

• For gapped states, EFT below the gap is typically a 
CS theory, i.e., for  state 
 

   

• More difficult questions: gapless or states with 
small gap (  natural energy scale) 
   for example  or 
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EFT near half filling
• Near half-filling the low-energy effective theory is 

that of a “Dirac composite fermion”
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Particle-vortex duality: ρcf =
B
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B
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Half-filled Landau level of electrons = Fermi liquid of CFs 
FQHE with 
 
An experimental realized example of duality
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DTS 2015 
Metlitskii, Viswanath 2015 
Wang, Senthil 2015 
Karch, Tong 2016 
Seiberg, Senthil, Wang, Witten 2016



Nature of  stateν = 5/2

• : the only even-dominator gapped quantum 
Hall state

• a half-filled Landau level 

• Most well-known proposal: Moore-Read (Pfaffian) 
     alternative: anti-Pfaffian state

• From the point of view of the composite fermion 
theory: BCS pairing of composite fermions

ν = 5/2

ν = 2+ 1
2



Pairing channels

• Simplest pairing: “s-wave”  
corresponds to the PH-Pfaffian state

• “d-wave” pairing channels 
: Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian

• Numerical simulations: favor anti-Pfaffian or Pfaffian

• but recent experiments prefer PH-Pfaffian (edge 
thermal conductivity)

• Tension between numerics and experiment has not 
been resolved

⟨εαβψαψβ⟩ ≠ 0

⟨εαβψα(∂x ± i∂y)2ψβ⟩ ≠ 0



Magnetoroton
• Lowest neutral excitation of a gapped FQH state is 

the magnetoroton

• studied variationally by Girvin, MacDonald, Platzman 
1986, also in numerics
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TABLE I. Coefficients c obtained from fitting Eq. {5.1) to
the MC data for g (r) subject to the constraints (5.2)—(5.4). The
v= ~ fit is somewhat less reljttable than the v= —,

' case (see text).

1

3
5

9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27

e (~= 3)
—1.00000
+ 0.51053—0.02056
+ 0.31003—0.49050
+ 0.20102—0.00904
—0.00148
+ 0.00000
+ 0.001 20
+ 0.00060—0.001 80
+ 0.00000
+ 0.00000

Ic (v= —, )

—1.0000
—1.0000
+ 0.6765
+ 0.3130—0.1055
+ 0.8910—0.3750
—0.7750
+ 0.3700
+ 0.0100—0.0050
—0.0000
—0.1000
+ 0.1000

values for v= —,
' and —,

' are displayed in Table I and the
resultant analytic g(r) is shown in Fig. 1 along with the
MC data. Having obtained an analytic form, the required
Fourier transform is readily computed.
An alternative method of abtaining s(k) is to use a

modified hypernetted-chain (MHNC) approximationz'
which guarantees that the sum rules' ' an s (k) are satis-
fied. This method gives a value for the energy in the
v= —, Laughlin state of Eir3——0.4092, whi—ch is quite
close to the value of Sinai —0.4100+——0.0001) from the
essentially exact MC method. Figure 2 displays s{k)
computed by the MHNC and MC methods.
Having obtained s (k) we compute s(k) from Eq. (4.18)

and then use this in Eq. (4.15). We also require the in-
teraction potential u(q). Taking the unit of energy to be
(e /eI), where e is the dielectric constant of the back-
graund medium, the Coulomb potential is V{r)=llr,
which has the transform

(5.5)

Using (5.5), the quadratures in (4.15) were computed nu-
merically to obtain the oscillator strength and hence the
gap function b, (k).

VI. EVALUATION OF THE GAP
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Using the results of the preceding section, we have
evaluated the collective-mode dispersion for filling factors
v= —,', —,', —,', and —,

' using the MHNC structure factors.
The various gap functions for the case of the pure
Coulomb potential are shown in Fig. 3. The MC struc-
ture factors for v= —,

' and —,
' yield nearly identical results, 7

except for a small discrepancy in the v= —,
' curve at small

k. We believe that this is due to the difficulty of extract-
ing accurate information on the long-distance behavior of
g(r) from the v= —,

' MC data and we therefore consider
the MHNC result more reliable for this case.
Note that, as discussed earlier, the gap is finite at zero
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FIG. 2. Static structure factor. Solid line is modified-
hypernetted-chain calculation. Dashed line is from fit to Monte
Carlo data.

FIG. 3. Collective-mode dispersion. Arrows at the top indi-
cate magnitude of primitive reciprocal-lattice vector of corre-
sponding signer crystal. (a) v= 3 (scale on left}; v= —,

' (scale
on right). (1) v= 7 (scale on left); v= 9 (scale on right).
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FIG. 5. Spectrum of Ne = 12 electrons on a rectangular cell with
aspect ratio Lx/Ly = 0.9 for ! = 7/3. The width is taken to be
Gaussian w/" = 3. The magnetoroton branch is clearly defined only
for momenta !1.8"!1. The solid green line is a fit by a quartic
polynomial. The dispersion relation has a maximum and a minimum.

the problem on the very same Hamiltonian as in the LLL with
renormalized matrix elements. This is the point of view we
adopt in this section with the added finite-width effects. We
will consider perturbative treatment of LL mixing in Sec. V.
For small systems it is known [33] that the system is probably
gapless in the zero-width case at filling factor ! = 7/3. While
the study of larger system sizes up to Ne = 12 does not allow
us to strengthen this conclusion, we find that nonzero width
gives rise to a well-defined collective mode well separated
from the continuum. We observe that the MR branch appears
beyond approximately 10 electrons as can be seen in Fig. 4.

We plot a typical spectrum in Fig. 5 for Ne = 12 electrons
in a rectangular cell with a Gaussian wave function width
w/" = 3. The MR mode now is definitely separated from the
continuum at K = 0 and has one maximum and one minimum
before seemingly entering the continuum for k" " 1.8. There
is an obvious limitation in torus calculations which is the
dramatic discretization of momenta in Eq. (7). One way to
overcome this is to perform calculations in an oblique cell
with varying angle, allowing overlaps in momenta definition.
This can be seen in Fig. 6 where we have used a set of unit
cells interpolating between a square and a hexagonal cell. One
can see more clearly the dispersion relation of the MR mode.
The features that we observe in the single rectangular cell
of Fig. 5 stand out clearly. Concerning the spectrum at zero
wave vector, our data show that the second excited state has an
energy gap which is very close to twice the first energy gap, so
the continuum of states is likely to be a two-particle continuum
made of the MR excitations. By using the ground state wave
function obtained by exact diagonalization for ! = 7/3 one
can obtain the SMA states in the second LL. The results for
Ne = 12 electrons are plotted in Fig. 7 with red symbols. The
overall shape of the collective mode is well reproduced by
the SMA while now the energies are too high by a factor
of 30–50%. We note that the SMA works only if we use
the ground state from exact diagonalization in Eq. (8): Indeed
using the Laughlin wave function in the second Landau level is
much less satisfactory [35]. An important quantity that can be
derived easily from the SMA wave function is the LL-projected

FIG. 6. Excitation spectrum for Ne = 11 electrons in an oblique
cell with equal sides and an angle that interpolates between square
and hexagonal cell. Spectra for all shapes are plotted in this figure:
This is a way to obtain more points in the dispersion relation of the
collective mode. The potential assumes a Gaussian width w/" = 3.

static structure factor which can be defined through the guiding
center coordinates Ri :

S0[q] =
!

i<j

#exp iq(Ri ! Rj )$. (9)

It can be used to reveal the fluid or crystalline character
of the system. When evaluated in the ! = 1/3 state it is
almost perfectly isotropic: see the three-dimensional plot
Fig. 8(a). For the largest system studied here this quantity
is also isotropic for ! = 7/3 with no evidence of incipient
charge-density wave order: see Fig. 8(b).

The composite fermion wave functions are also able to
reproduce the MR dispersion accurately in the LLL but only
in the sphere or disk geometry. In Scarola et al. [36,37] there
is a calculation of the MR in the second LL which has a shape
similar to what we observe, but these results are obtained in
the case of zero width. It would be interesting to compare CF
calculations of the MR mode including finite-width effects.

FIG. 7. Spectrum of Ne = 12 electrons on a rectangular cell with
aspect ratio Lx/Ly = 0.9 for ! = 7/3 and Gaussian width w/" = 3.
Blue points comes from exact diagonalization while red points are
results of the SMA applied to the exact ground state. The shape of
the collective mode is correctly reproduced but the energies are much
higher.

075201-4

ν = 1/3 ν = 7/3
Jolicoeur, 2017



• Q: what operator creates the magnetoroton?

• Magnetoroton: pole in the density-density 
correlation function, but the residue at the pole 
goes to 0 at small  
 

      

• We will now see that  is a consequence of a 
higher-rank conservation law 
   (gauge invariance requires only )

q

⟨ρρ⟩ω,q ∼
q4

ω2 − Δ2(q)

q4

q2



Conservation laws

• Conservation of particle number and momentum

: force balancem = 0 j ⇠ 1

B
@T
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∂tρ + ⃗∇ ⋅ ⃗j = 0

∂t(mji) + ∂kTik = ( j × B)i

a higher-rank symmetry



Higher-rank symmetry

• A FQH system in fixed background B field can be 
coupled to  and 

• LLL physics invariant under volume-preserving diff 
 
    ,     
 
    

• The Ward-Takahashi identity is the higher-rank 
conservation law  Yi-Hsien Du, Umang 
Mehta, Dung Nguyen, DTS, 2103.09826

A0 gij

gij → gij + ∂iξj + ∂jξj ξi = εij∂jλ

A0 → A0 + ·λ

∂tρ + ∂2T = 0



Operator creating 
magnetoroton

•  is not efficient in creating magnetoroton with 

• The operators that can create  
magnetoroton is the stress tensor 
    , 

• spin of the magnetoroton is either 2 or -2

• which one?

ρ
q = 0

q = 0

Tzz Tz̄z̄



•  state: strong suppression of spin-(-2) 
spectral density compared  to that of spin-2
ν = 1/3

3

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 except for bosons at ∫= 1/2. In this case
we have collected 99% of the total weight. The graviton response
again stands out against the background noise. For all sizes and
geometries the weights shown in the inset constitute over 98%
of the total.

FIG. 3. A bird’s-eye view of (a) and (c) fermionic I(!) with 3N
and 3N °2 orbitals and of (b) and (d) bosonic I(!) with 2N and
2N°1 orbitals for N particles on disk geometry. For all sizes, we
recovered up to 97% of the total weight for fermionic case and
up to 99% for bosonic case. In all cases, the graviton absorptions
stand out against the background noise.

plicitly we also investigate the two Laughlin states on
disk geometry where angular momentum is a good quan-
tum number. Instead of using Eq. (8), we express Ô(2)

®
in terms of anisotropic complex pseudo-potentials[23]:
O(2)

+ / P
M
|m+2, Mihm, M| and O(2)

° / P
M
|m, Mihm+2, M|,

where |m, Mi is a two-body state with the relative angu-
lar momentum m and center-of-mass angular momentum
M, with m = 1 for fermions and m = 0 for bosons. We now
see why Ô+ annihilates the Laughlin state: it tries to turn
a pair with relatively angular momentum m into m+2,

which does not exist in the Laughlin state. As a result,
I+(!) is zero everywhere. On the other hand, Fig. 3(a)
and (b) show strong graviton peaks in I°(!) for fermionic
and bosonic cases, respectively. Comparing to the cases on
the torus, we find good agreement in peak positions, and
noticeably less broadening and background noise. The re-
sults are not sensitive to the number of orbitals we keep
as long as we have enough orbitals to accommodate the
Laughlin states; see Fig. 3(c) and (d).

We now return to toroidal geometry and investigate
the graviton contribution to the spectral functions for the
Coulomb potential at ∫= 1/3, which is the experimentally
most relevant case. Fig. 4 shows I°(!) for electrons at
∫ = 1/3 on a square torus, where we use the Coulomb in-
teraction including finite well-thickness effects appropri-
ate for the samples of Ref. [19], whose relation with our
work is discussed below. While the weights are smaller
than those of the model states, a clear signature of the
graviton is discernible in comparison to other peaks fur-
ther up in the continuum. In this case, Ô+ does not
annihilate the Coulomb ground state, because there do
exist pairs with relative angular momentum m = 1 in
the ground state. Nonetheless, the chiral nature of the
graviton is evident by the strong suppression of the (un-
normalized) I+(!) compared to I°(!). This is because
such pairs are rare, reflecting the Laughlin correlation.

Our bounds on the energy of the graviton (0.07 – 0.105
in units of e2/4º≤0`, ` is the magnetic length) shown in
the inset of Fig. 4, is consistent with the resonance en-
ergy (0.084) found in the inelastic light scattering mea-
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FIG. 4. The graviton response of the Coulomb potential ∫ =
1/3 ground state with hexagonal unit cell. The x-axis represent
the excitation energy measured from the ground state energy.
The large symbols at the bottom represent the relative weight
of I+(!) (N = 12 square and N = 11 circular symbols). The inset
shows scaling of the graviton energy vs inverse of the system
size. The lower points are energies of the main peak, whereas
the upper points are the average energies weighted by the size
of the corresponding peaks.

Liou et al. PRL 2019



A spectral sum rule

•

•

• ,    =shift

• If the integral is dominated by one mode:  
   : spin-2  
   : spin-(-2) 

ρ(ω) = N−1
e ∑

n

|⟨n |T |0⟩ |2 δ(ωn − ω)

ρ̄(ω) = N−1
e ∑

n

|⟨n | T̄ |0⟩ |2 δ(ωn − ω)

∫
∞

0

dω
ω2

[(ρ(ω) − ρ̄(ω)] =
𝒮 − 1

8
𝒮

𝒮 > 1
𝒮 < 1

T ≡ ∫dx Tzz(x)

T̄ ≡ ∫dx Tz̄z̄(x)

Golkar, Dung Nguyen, DTS, 2013
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FIG. 1. Setup experiment for circular polarized light scattering

The intensity of the Raman scattering in these channels are proportional to the spectral

densities of he operators Vzz̄, Vzz, and Vz̄z̄.

Let us now show that in the limit of negligible Landau level mixing, the spectral densities

of the operators Vzz̄ and Vz̄z are zero, implying that the processes depicted on Fig. 1 (a) and

(b) do not happen. For that, we note from Eqs. (28) that the integrals of Vzz̄ and Vz̄z over

space are linear combinations of
Z

dx ⇢,

Z
dxT kin

zz̄ ,

Z
dx i †@t . (37)

The first integral is the total number of particles Ne. As this quantity is conserved, it does
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where E is the total energy. Both integrals reduce to conserved quantities. Thus, the Raman

processes that does not involve flipping the direction of the photon spin are suppressed.

In previous experiments [11, 12], the momentum transfer to the electron gass is rather

small klB  0.15. This implies that these experiments mainly probe the transitions where

the photon spin flips sign, and e↵ectively measures the spectral densities of the traceless

components of the kinetic stress tensor. The picture suggested here is di↵erent from the

previous one suggested in Ref. [15] where the main coupling of the Raman photon to the
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Polarized Raman scattering

E
E − Δ

γ γ

can in principle be used to determine the spin
of the magnetoroton experimentally
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Distinguishing  states 
by polarized Raman scattering

ν = 5/2

• Argument based on sum rule suggests that

• Pfaffian state :   

• anti-Pfaffian state :    

• PH-Pfaffian : both  and  
magnetorotons

• Polarized Raman scattering: a bulk probe that 
complements boundary probes

𝒮 = 3 s = 2

𝒮 = − 1 s = − 2

𝒮 = 1 s = 2 s = − 2



SSF and Haldane bound

• Static structure factor 

•
• Haldane bound:

•
• saturated in Dirac CF theory near 

S(q) = ∫ eiqx⟨ρ(0,x)ρ(0,0)⟩

S(q) = s4q4 + ⋯

s4 ≥
s
4

=
𝒮 − 1

8
ν = 1/2

shift



Jain’s states near ν = 1/4
• Near : CF = electron + 4 flux quanta

• Effective field theory: CF coupled to dynamical CS 
gauge field

• Fails to satisfy the Haldane bound!

ν = 1
4

s4 ≥
𝒮 − 1

8

ν =
N

4N + 1
N + 1

8
≥

N + 3
8



Solution to the puzzle

• To solve the problem with the Haldane bound for 
Jain’s states near , one requires at least one 
additional magnetoroton

• For : one magnetoroton with 
energy , one with energy 

• opposite chiralities for , the same 
chirality for 

• can be in principle verified numerically and 
hopefully, experimentally

ν = 1/4

ν = N/(4N ± 1)
O(1/N) O(1)

ν = N/(4N − 1)
ν = N/(4N + 1)

Dung Nguyen, DTS, 2105.02092



Conclusion

• FQHE is an important theoretical problem

• Nature of  state: still an open question

•  magnetoroton has spin  or  depending 
on the QH state

• Polarized Raman scattering can distinguish different 
FQH states, in particular different  
candidates

• Extra magnetoroton mode(s) at and near  

ν = 5/2

q = 0 2 −2

ν = 5/2

ν = 1/4



Thank you


